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Abstract —This paper presents the mechanism and
kinematics analysis of a robotic zipper prototype. This
generic version of the robotic zipper is dedicated to
automatically open and close the zipper which could be
beneficial to elderly, people with physical disability, upper
limb reduction deficiencies (ULRD), visual impairment, or
developmental coordination disorder (DCD). The
mechanism and kinematic analysis were conducted based on
the working prototype build using Meccano. Results from
this study are used to select the DC motor for the miniature
model of this robotic zipper. Finally, the analysis managed
to define the desired amount of DC motor torque and power
for the miniature model and drive the robotic zipper to
function as an assistive device for zipping or unzipping
process. 

Dressing and undressing difficulties usually relate to
people who are very sick and have a physical disability.
These people who are unable to zip or unzip themselves
will require assistance from others to perform the task.
People with upper limb reduction deficiencies (ULRD)
for example will have difficulties to use the zipper. In a
study conducted by Vasluian et al., more than 50% of the
youngsters with ULRD reported having problems to
perform their daily life self-care activity of dressing and
undressing and tying their shoelaces [6]. This group of
people who live with only one arm, or did not have any
arm, will have major consequences to execute their daily
task. Besides that, people with myotonic muscular
dystrophy [7], kind of degenerative disease which limits
the use of hands can get some benefits too from the
development of this robotic zipper. Most of our daily
activities or tasks require the use of both hands no matter
separately or together at one time. In a study related to
patients with Parkinson's Disease (PD), few
modifications have been suggested to change their
approach to open or close the zippers [8]. PD patients will
experience some dexterity on their body systems,
activities and the fine motor development. They usually
have issues with finger dexterity which will reduce their
ability to use the zippers or fasten button themselves.
Visual impairment of elderly people will make it more
difficult to use a zipper. Good eyesight is necessary to
join the two separate zipper tapes and correctly pull the
slider for the zipping or unzipping process. In the United
Kingdom, 42% of people over 75 years will develop
cataracts which will have symptoms of age-related
macular degeneration [9]. Macular degeneration is a
medical condition that usually affects older people and
results in a loss of vision in the centre of the visual field.
Other patients that could benefit from the invention of the
robotic zipper are people with methylmalonic acidemia
(MMA) and developmental coordination disorders (DCD).
A survey found that 18 out of 31 MMA patients are
unable to fasten (buttons, zippers, snaps) [10].
Developmental coordination disorder is a kind of
disability found in children which their motor
coordination problem will interfere their daily activities
[11]. There is also a group of people who are facing
difficulties to use buttons and zippers. A study conducted
with 40 students with a goal to evaluate the effect of
hand-eye coordination also include zippers in their
training [12].

Index Terms—kinematics, robotic zipper, miniaturization,
elderly, physical disability

I.

INTRODUCTION

Many devices have been designed to function as
fasteners such as buckles, laces, safety pins and buttons
for clothing. Formerly known as a clasp locker, a zipper
is commonly used for binding the edges of an opening of
fabric or other flexible material, like on a garment for
example. Zippers can connect two pieces of fabric
together. The zipper invention begins back in 1851, when
Elias Howe, who invented the sewing machine, received
a patent for an automatic, continuous clothing closure [1].
The first person to invent, conceive the idea of slide
fastener and develop the working zipper is Whitcomb L.
Judson [2], an American inventor from Chicago, back in
1893. Whitcomb’s patent use the word 'clasp locker'
instead of using the word 'zipper', which is a complicated
hook-and-eye shoe fastener [2], [3]. In 1913, Gideon
Sunback who was an electrical engineer designed the
modern zipper and patented a design entitle 'separable
fastener' in 1917 [4]. The design increased the number of
fastening elements, introduced two-facing rows of
elements that pulled into a single piece by the slider and
also increased the opening for the elements guided by the
slider. In 1937, the B.F Goodrich company then decided
to use Gideon's fastener on a rubber boot and named the
device as 'zipper' [5].
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Therefore, the development of a robotic zipper could
be a useful as an assistive device to assist disable and
elderly people who are unable to independently use the
zipper themselves. This project was inspired by a project
by Adam Whiton, who build the first robotic zipper
known as the Zipperbot [13]. The structure of the
Zipperbot did not use the slider of the zipper to zip or
unzip. Therefore, this newly-designed robotic zipper
trying to remain the zipper structure as it is and develops
a generic and universal type of this robot.
This paper explains the mechanism of a normal zipper
itself and how this robotic zipper prototype works. The
first working prototype for this project was constructed
using Meccano. Meccano is a toy consisting of a set of
plastic and metal parts which enables the building of
working models, mechanical devices or prototypes. The
kinematics of the mechanism based on the Meccano
prototype has been analysed for the DC motor selection
process for the miniature model.
II.

the slide's inclined edges that push the teeth towards each
other. The throat is the two openings in a slider that
receive the tape halves with the teeth. Meanwhile, the
diamond is the wedge-shaped portion of a slider between
the throats.

Figure 2. The standard terminology of the slider structure.

TERMINOLOGY AND MECHANISM

According to [5], [7], a zipper is a slide fastener
consisting of interlockable elements, each attached to one
of the opposing edges of two tapes and a movable part
which is called a “slider". It spans the interlockable
elements, which when moving in one direction cause the
elements on one tape half to interlock with the elements
on the other tape half, and when moved in the opposite
direction causes the elements to disengage.

A. Zipper Terminology and Mechanism
In order to successfully develop a correct mechanism
for this robotic zippier, the understanding of the normal
zipper structure and mechanism are essential. The three
main parts of a zipper are elements, slider and tape.
Based on ASTM D2050-04 International standard [14],
Fig. 1 shows the principal parts of the zipper and standard
terminology relating to subassemblies of the zipper.
Elements are devices designed for interlocking, capable
of being affixed along the edge of a tape. The slider is the
part that opens a zipper when it is moved in one direction
and closes the zipper when it is moved in the opposite
direction. The tape is a strip of material along one edge of
which the bead and elements are attached.

Figure 3. Zipper closing mechanism diagram.

Fig. 3 shows the zipper closing mechanism. As the
slider moves up in Fig. 3(a) and the zipper tape is fixed, it
pushes the elements to enter the slider throat together at
specific angles. The force extended by the lower wedge is
perpendicular to its movement direction. As the tape
moves through the slider, the lower wedge inclined edges
pushed the elements towards each other and latched into a
gap on the opposite side. It is the same process as in Fig.
3(b) when the zipper tape is being pulled from the bottom,
and the slider is fixed. This condition will also complete
the zipper closing operation. When the slider has been
pulled down as in Fig. 4(a) and the tape is fixed, the
diamond pushed against the slanted edged of the elements
and pivoting each element off. Then, both sides of the
zipper are detached. This operation also can be done by
fixing the slider and pull both sides of the zipper tape as
shown in Fig. 4(b).

Figure 1. Principal parts of zipper [14].

Showing in Fig. 2 is the structure of a slider. The
standard terminology of this slider structure is based on
ASTM D2050-04 as relating to subassemblies of zippers
[14]. The pull is a part connected to a zipper slider by
which the slider is operated. This pull is attached to a
portion of the slider which called the bail. The flanges are
© 2016 Int. J. Mech. Eng. Rob. Res.
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Friction is an important factor in producing good
traction [16]. When the other surface is relatively soft or
flexible which is the case for the tape halves to the
rotating wheels, the major source of friction comes from
the plowing effect. In this case, the gear sprocket tooth
sinks into the zipper tape as it is a flexible material and
must push or plough its way through. The ploughing
effect relates to the relative height of surface asperities,
while adhesion effect related to the true area of contact.
Gear sprocket and zipper tape surface must have
sufficient friction and contact area between them to
ensure the grip is strong enough. Friction is a reaction
force needed to produce traction.

Figure 4. Zipper opening mechanism diagram.

B. Prototype Mechanism
Prototyping is critical to the success of the product
development effort [15]. Showing in Fig. 5 is the 3D
view of the first working prototype. It defines the position
of important parts which are the slider, pull, tape,
elements and gear sprocket. This first prototype
dimension is 61x35x50 mm, and was built using
Meccano parts. It used two gear sprockets as traction
mechanism on both sides of the tape to establish the
uniform distribution of normal force acting towards the
zipper tape.

III.

KINEMATICS ANALYSIS

Fig. 7 shows the free body diagram for the upward
motion of the robotic zipper with two wheels rotating on
the zipper tape surface. Wheel A is the driven wheel,
while wheel B works as the following wheel. Sufficient
normal force FN is essential to ensure friction occurred
between the wheel and zipper tape, thus generates the
traction. The pulling force, Fpull is the force required to
pull the zipper tape, while FA and FB are the friction
forces between the wheel A and B with the zipper tape
surface, respectively. The ωA and ωB are the angular
velocities of both wheels A and B. The r, v and W in this
diagram stand for the radius of the wheel, velocity, and
total weight of this robotic zipper, respectively.
The movement of this robotic zipper has been
considered in the vertical climbing position as the
optimum condition. Considering this system is in static
equilibrium, the summation of forces in x and y-axis are
equal to zero as in Newton’s first law [17], as described
in (1) and (2).

F

x

 0 [N]

FN  FN  0
Figure 5. 3D view of the Meccano working prototype.

F

y

 0 [N]

Fpull  FA  FB  W  0

Figure 6. Close view of the gear sprocket and zipper tape engagement.

Fig. 6 shows the normal force, FN and friction force, Ff
acting on the zipper tape as it travels with velocity, v. To
push or pull the slider, this mechanism requires good
traction. In general, traction refers to “frictional forces
that beneficially transmit mechanical power through a
contact, with one body driving another" [16]. It can be
seen from Fig. 6 that the gear sprocket from top and
bottom side of the prototype make contact on the zipper
tape surface and generate traction. The gear tooth grab
the zipper tape. This occurs by direct contact between the
surface asperities.
© 2016 Int. J. Mech. Eng. Rob. Res.
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Both wheels are identical in size and material. Hence,
FA is equal to FB and both frictional forces are now
considered as Ff. Therefore, (2) becomes

Fpull - 2 Ff - W  0 [ N ]
Fpull  2 Ff  W

As the previous calculation during the upward motion,
FA is equal to FB since both are identical wheels, and
again the frictional forces now referred as Ff. Thus, the (9)
is now

(3)

2 Ff  Fpull  W  0 [N]
Fpull  2 Ff  W

The torque, T equation is expressed by (4)

T  F . r [N.m]
 Fpull . r

The downward torque, Tdownward can be determined by
introducing (10) to (4), which will give

(4)

Tdownward  F . r [N.m]

Introducing (3) into equation (4), defines the upward
torque, Tupward as

 Fpull . r

(5)

and by filling in (10) to (6) will define the power for
downward motion, Pdownward as

 (2 F f  W ) . r

Pdownward  T . [Watts]

The power, P is given by (6)

P  T .  [Watts]

=(2 Ff  W ). r. 

(6)

which by inserting (5) into (6), the power of upward
motion, Pupward now is

Pupward  T . [Watts]
=(2 Ff  W ). r. 

 0 [N]

x

FN  FN  0

F

y

 0 [N]

FA  FB  Fpull  W  0

(12)

Since wheel A drive the following wheel of B, the
assumption is both wheels rotate at the same angular
velocity. Consequently, the ωA is equal to ωB. Therefore,
the angular velocity is now considered as ω. The relation
between the velocity, v, angular velocity, ω and the wheel
radius, r, is given by (13)

(7)

Fig. 8 illustrates the free body diagram of this robotic
zipper during its downward movement. It is obviously
can be seen from the diagram that the direction of Fpull is
currently parallel with the total body weight, W of this
robotic zipper. This body weight defined as the force of
gravity, which will help to reduce the amount of pulling
force required for downward motion, and can be
calculated as the mass times the acceleration of gravity.
In the static equilibrium during the downward motion, the
summation of forces in x and y-axis is equal to zero as in
(8) and (9).

F

(11)

 (2 Ff  W ) . r

Tupward  F . r [N.m]
 Fpull . r

(10)

v   . r [m/s]
r

(13)

v


In order to express both upward and downward torque
and power regarding the velocity, v and angular velocity,
ω, it can be achieved by filling in (13) to (5) and (11).
Thus, the equation will be

Tupward  F . r [N.m]
 Fpull . r

(8)

 (2 F f  W ) . r
 (2 F f  W ) .

(9)

(14)

v



Tdownward  F . r [N.m]
 Fpull . r
 (2 F f  W ) . r
 (2 F f  W ) .

(15)

v



and by introducing (13) to (7) and (12), the power during
upward and downward motion in terms of velocity, v and
angular velocity, ω is

Pupward  T . [Watts]
=(2 F f  W ). r. 
=(2 F f  W ). r.
=(2 F f  W ). v

Figure 8. Free body diagram for downward motion of the slider.
© 2016 Int. J. Mech. Eng. Rob. Res.
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Pdownward  T . [Watts]

have to pull the weight of its body. Meanwhile, during
the downward motion, the existence of gravitational force
from the body's weight helps to reduce the amount of
pulling force, where it will also decrease the desired
amount of torque and power. The final velocity of this
robotic zipper will also influence the selection process for
the motor since this parameter relation with the desired
amount of torque and power is directly proportional. The
results in Table III indicated that the desired amount of
torque needed is 19.14 mNm, with a speed of 95.4 rpm
and power of 191.4 mW, to drive the miniature model of
this robotic zipper.

=(2 F f  W ). r. 
=(2 F f  W ). r.

(17)

v
r

=(2 F f  W ). v
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The required force to pull the robotic zipper were
measured. A force gauge was used to measure the pulling
force, Fpull in two different conditions as depicted in
Table I.
TABLE I.

V.

FORCE MEASUREMENT DATA

CONCLUSION

The measured friction force was 2.15N. This system
moves with velocity, v of 0.04 m/s, which is based on the
speed of the zipperbot. This robotic zipper will be a
wearable on cloth, and its current size of 61x35x50 mm is
too big. Therefore, the formulation from (14) to (17) in
the previous section will be used as the guidance for DC
motor selection of the miniature model. The DC motor
selection for the miniature model will consider
parameters as listed below in Table II.

This paper presented the mechanism and kinematics
analysis of the robotic zipper prototype. The results
demonstrated the amount of torque and power required
for the miniature model of the robotic zipper. Moving
upward will require a higher torque compared to the
downward motion due to the weight carried by this
robotic zipper. Besides that, sufficient normal force is
needed to ensure both top and bottom wheels of this
robotic zipper contacted with each other and grab the
fabrics in between. Friction is also an important factor to
produce good traction for this system. This achievement
is a step further to create a miniature model of robotic
zipper which in turn can be an assistive device for elderly
and disabled people to use zippers.

TABLE II. PARAMETERS FOR MINIATURE MODEL

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Condition
Pulling the zipper only
Pulling the zipper with the wheels

Force amount [N]
2.05
4.20

Item
Pulling force, Fpull [N]
Wheel radius, r [mm]
Velocity, v [m/s]
Weight, W [g]

Value
4.20
4.00
0.04
49.5
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Table III summarizes the calculation results on torque,
speed (rpm) and power based on using pulling force as
4.20N, wheel radius of 4 mm and a speed of 0.04 ms-1
using formulation in the previous section. Based on this
result, the amount of torque needed is 19.14 mNm, with
the speed of 95.4 rpm and power of 191.4 mW. These
values will be used as the reference for the DC motor
selection of the miniature model of this robotic zipper
project, which is in the dimension of 40x30x24.5 mm.
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